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THE PEAK EFFECT AND FLUX FLOW

by

Edward J. Kramer*

Department of Materials Science and Engineering

and t:he Materials Science Center - Cornell University

Ithaca, New York 14350 - USA
* i

The interpretation of voltage-current (V-I) curves in terms of FLL
motion and the concept of a dynamic pinning force are discussed and a
recent discrete lattice model of this pinning force and related experi-
ments are reviewed. The conditions necessary for the appearance of the
"regular" and "irregular" peak effect are investigated and varients of
the FLL shear elasticity model of Pippard for the latter are dis-
cussed. Experimental observations of the disappearance of FLL history
effects above the peak, the abrupt change in V-I characteristic at the
peak and the shift and broadening of the peak with increasing pin den-
sity and strength all favor such a model over models in which the peak
is attributed to a peak in the elementary pinning force.

The peak effect, which is commonly defined as a maximum in the

critical current versus magnetic field, has traditionally been viewed

as an anomaly which is not readily explained within the framework of

the usual flux pinning theories. As opposed to this poorly understood

effect, the basic physics of phenomenon of flux flow which I will define

here as the motion of the flux line lattice at relatively high veloc-

ities, is reasonably clear. For this reason I will review recent

developments in flux flow first and follow this section by a review of

the peak effect.

FLUX FLOW

Consider first a superconductor in the mixed state with no pins.

The electric field E - current density J curve would take the form of

curve a in Fig. 1. The resistivity obtained from this ideal no-pinning

E-J curve is not the resistivity of the normal state however. Kim et
2

al. argued that the resistivity in this case was due to the viscous

energy dissipation within each vortex as a result of flux motion. Each

vortex could be thought to experience a viscous drag force T) v. , where

V. is the vortex velocity and n is a phenomenological viscous drag

*Cn leave from Cornell University at the Materials Science Division
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 60f39 USA.



Fig. 1 Electric field-current density curves for an isothermal type
II superconductor, a) no pinning b) pinning.

coefficient, which balances the Lorentz force $ J on that vortex. The
o

E-J characteristic from this assumption is then

E = p.. J

1)

where T /en). Empirically the flow resistivity p_ was found to

be a fraction = B/H o of the normal resistivity PN, and this could be

understood if n were inversely proportional to the area of the "normal"

vortex core.

It is impossible, of course, to have a sample with no pins in it.

If the pinning interaction is turned on, the linear E-J characteristic

is usually observed to be translated parallel to itself along the J

axis (Fig. 1b) so that except at very low E we have

E s P F (J-Jp). 2)

Changes in microstructure which change pinning, but not p.,, only change

J and do not affect p_. This experimental observation suggested to
P F

Kim that the same kind of viscous translation of the flux line lattice

(FLL) was responsible for dissipation when pins were present but that

the net driving force for this motion was the Lorentz force BXJ minus

the volume pinning force P = BXJ . This view was generally adopted

and the linear portion of the E-J curve was called the flux flow region.

Strong deviations from this typical flux flow behavior are invari-

ably observed at low E, where the curve becomes markedly non-linear,

usually concave upwards (see Fig. lb). Sometimes the E vs J curve is



dependent on FLL history in this non-linear region also* with factors

of two variation in the J at low E possible depending on whether the

ILL was created by decreasing H from above H _, increasing H from zero

or cooling the sample from above T in constant H. I will discuss these

history effects, which imply that the critical current depends on the

microstructure of the FLL, in more detail under the peak effect as they

provide important evidence for and against certain peak effect mecha-

nisms. There is also neutron diffraction evidence cf changes in FLL

• - 3

structure in the non-linear E-J regime. A broadening of the mosaic

spread of the FLL as the current is increased into this regime was ob-

served in Nb single crystals. The pinning in these samples, however,

was very low (mostly surface pinning) and the E-J curve was not history

dependent. Further neutron diffraction studies of the FLL structure

under conditions of higher pinning and E-J history dependence would be

very useful in unravelling the true nature of this phenomenon.

It should be pointed out that the ideal flux flow behavior with

pinning referred to above has only been experimentally demonstrated in

specimens with relatively low pinning. For harder superconductors the

heat generated as a result of even small amounts of flux motion is

enough to raise the temperature of the superconductor significantly and

no linear region of flux flow is observed. Experiments using current

pulses with a low duty cycle could in principle measure the E-J curve of

a hard superconductor under approximately isothermal conditions. In

view of the importance of the flux flow concept, and its extension by

many of us to the interpretation of the volume pinning force P as the

dynamic pinning forces such experiments should be performed.

The Dynamic Pinning Force

Somewhat after the experiments of Kim et al., Yamafuji and Irie

pointed out that regarding the P , derived from J , as a static pinning

force was.incorrect. Rather they showed that the offset of the flux

flow E-J curve from the zero pinning ideal viscous flow curve must

arise due to the hysteretic power loss in the local velocity fluctuation

of the FLL as pins are encountered and overcome* By balancing power

•Subsequently others have demonstrated that not all pins will contribute
to this hysteresis but only those whose maximum force exceeds a certain
threshold!*5



input and output one can derive the relationship between the fluctua-

tions in velocity, the average velocity and J , viz.

*. "

Here v would be the velocity of the FLL if no pins were present, and

< > denotes the average value of quantity inside. It is characteristic
2 2of the hysteresis loss in a non-regular system of pins that <vT> - <v>

increases proportional to <v > and thus J is independent of <v >.
it p 1J

Hence with increased pinning the flux flow curve is translated normal

to itself in the direction of higher J.

To relate J to the parameters of the pinning microstructure is

more difficult. One may start with the pinning power loss density

P <v_> and show that the following relationship hold approximately

^ V * AEh<VL>/ao *>
where A is the density of pinning centers, E. is the hysteresis loss per

pin and <•»>/a is approximately the frequency at which the FLL is

plucked by a particular pin. This equation should be a strictly valid

approximation only in the limit of well-separated pins, hence like the

Labusch formation of the static pinning force it is restricted to

dilute systems. The use of a single plucking frequency cannot be

strictly valid either, especially if the FLL is monocrystalline. In

this case there is a plucking frequency for each reciprocal lattice

point of the FLL. Nevertheless the simplicity of this approximation has

led to its use in interpretating J data.

The hysteresis loss per pin E. can be estimated by calculating the

energy stored around a pin at the moment the maximum elemental pinning

force p is exceeded. For this procedure to be correct p must be much

greater than the threshold value and the viscous forces on a flux line

must be small enough that the static deformations around the breaking

piu are actually approximately achieved in the dynamic case. If we

consider pins in a thin film in perpendicular magnetic field, for



example, the dominant deformation of the FLL around the pin will be

shear* of one flux spot relative to another and thus

" *P2/C66 5 )

where a is approximately constant and of order 1.

The approximations upon which the above treatment is based also

break down if the pinning structure is extremely regular and its spacing

matches a nearest or next-nearest neighbor spacing of FL's in FLL or if

somehow pins act simultaneously on the FLL (synchronization). For

example, a regular pin structure which gives rise to a sinusoidal vari-

ation of FLL potential energy with distance results in a flux flow curve

given by

E = p p (J
2 - J2Q)

1/2 6)

where $ J is the amplitude of the amplitude of the force of the peri-

odic potential on a single vortex. The E-J curve foy this situation is
1/2represented in Fig. 2a; E rises rapidly, like (J-J ) , and becomes

asymptotic to the zero pinning line in flux flow. If some non-regular

pins are present the curve is asymptotic to a flux flow curve which has

a J appropriate for these non-regular pins (Fig. 2b). Such curves have

been observed experimentally for pinning by regular surface grooves in

granular Al films by Martinoli.

An important theory which removes many of the arbitrary assumptions

ger
10-12

q
of the treatment above has recently been developed by Schmid and Hauger

and applied with great success to the flux flow experiments of Fiory

# Dr. Campbell in his lecture earlier in this conference challenged the
notion that FLL shear was important in the thin film case by noting that
in a thin film of large lateral extent a gradient in flux line spacing
cannot exist. To me, however, this does not imply that shear around
pinning centers does not occur in response to the Lorentz force (produced
now by a curvature of flux lines rather than a gradient). Shear of one
row of flux lines relative to another aligned in the direction of motion
of the flux line lattice could occur without any change in spacing of
flux lines within the rows. In addition Campbell's argument does not
apply to very local perturbar:_ ons in FLL spacing since if these are
localized the effective dema- ^tization factor is not that of the entire
film but only of the local r-:... .on. In any case, there is strong experi-
mental evidence for FLL shear due to pins in thin films which will be
reviewed in the next section.



(o) (b)

Fig. 2 Electric field-current density curves for an isothermal super-
conductor with regular or synchronous pinning, a) All pins are
regular; b) Some random breaking of pins giving a finite J .

on granular Al films. I will briefly outline the results of this

theory since they offer important insights into/the nature of flux flow

and the peak effect; a much more detailed accost is available in

Professor Schmid's paper in this conference./

The 3tarting point of theory is the construction of the pinning

potential correlation function <U(o)U(r)> of the film as suggested

originally by Larkin and Ovchinnikov and its Fourier transform T (k),

<U(o)U(r)>ei-*5 dr 7)

The use of this function, in principle, eliminates the need to restrict

the results to low pin densities. Solving the equation of motion of the

FLL to second order ia U yields in the thin film case

V - <V > = V I \Z2\ ro(g) sign (<vL> • g) 8)

g

where g is the reciprocal lattice vector of the FLL. Comparing this

equation with eq. 3 above we see that (v - <v_>) • v /|v I =
»»o —L - c o 1

p_ J /B; however, v and <vT> are not necessarily colinear and thei p " . "-o —is

orientation of <v> with respect to the e's of the FLL affects the

result. Schmid and Hauger apply the principle of minimizing the rate

of entropy production (minimizing J at constant E) to show that for

an isotropic pinning potential <y > is colinear with v and that the FLL

is oriented so that close packed rows of the FLL are colinear with jg .



Thus a definite orientation relationship between the FLL and the flux

flow direction is predicted. If the starting FLL has a grain structure

(large mosaic spread) one should end up in flux flow with a FLL single

crystal with close packed rows along the flow direction. Thorel and

his coworkers found that the neutron diffraction mosaic spread becomes

very small in the flux flow regime in niobium but that the orientation

relationship was dominated by the anisotropic FLL-Nb crystal interaction.

The close packed direction was not always along the direction of flux

flow. Strong evidence for this current-induced orientation relationship

exists* in isotropic granular Al films, although it is less direct than

the neutron diffraction evidence. Additional neutron diffraction experi-

ments on systems free of cyrstalline anisotropy effects are clearly

desirable. The tendency for single crystal FLL formation in flux flow

in probably also important in the FLL history effects described above.

In the Yamafuji-Irie type approach outlined above the pinning power

less is proportional to a flux flow frequency <v>/a (eq. 4); in the

Schmid and Hauger treatment this loss becomes a sum over all possible

frequencies <l
vr> ' 8 °^ interaction between pins and the FLL (eq. 8).

If. r.f. currents of angular frequency u and of small amplitude are

superimposed on the D.C. current, interference phenomena can be observed

in the d.c. flux flow curve. ' These effects were predicted by Schmid

and Hauger on the basis of the extension of their theory to the super-

imposed r.f. case. Consider one of the terms of eq. 8 where the fre-

quency at which a set of FLL planes is plucked is j <y. > • g |. If the

applied r.f. frequency is such that

« > |<yL> • g| 9)

the r.f. current can supply net power on the average to drive the

velocity fluctuations required for d.c. flux motion and the contribution

of this term to the (J ) d.c. required to drive velocity fluctuations is

decreased. If

w < |<yL> • j| 10)

the r.f. current cannot on the average supply any power to drive these

velocity fluctuations and the contribution of this term to the (J ) d.c.

is unchanged from the pure d.c. case. The result is that when the E,

is such that U) = |<y_> • ̂ |, a step will appear at that E, in the E, -J

curve as illustrated in Fig. 3a. This E, at the step is then



(E d c) s = B«/|||cos 6 11)

where 6 is the angle between g and <jfL>. In actuality these are a whole

series of z vectors, so there are a whole series of steps; there are

also a series of corresponding steps in the E - vs J. curve (for con-

stant amplitude J _ ) . By measuring the E's at these step and knowing
r- 1/2

the length of the elementary jj vector g, = 2ir(B//3j>o> for a tri-

angular flux line lattice, one can compute the angle 9 and thus the

orientation relationship between the FLL and the flux flow direction.

Fiory*s results11 for (E, ) shows that cos 9 = /ill or that the close
•* dc s

packed row direction of the FLL is parallel to <VT*-
 At higher r.f.

amplitudes steps are predicted to occur at the higher harmonics of u,

i.e.* when |<y,> * g| = nu and these are also observed by Fiory.

dc
Fig. 3 B.C. electric field-current density curves for a small super-

imposed r.f. current density, a) Ideal, no shear deformation
of FLL. b) Real,finite shear deformation of FLL due to pins.
c) d.c. electric field versus dE^ f /dJ. Width of peak is a
measure of Cee of the FLL.

66

In principle, the steps in E. should be infinitely sharp, i.e.

occur at strictly constant E, as long as j . • < V T > ^ I < V T > ( *S constant.

However, the very fact that pins exist in the film indicates that local

variations of the direction g. will occur as FLL elastic shear occurs

in the neighborhood of pins. The step would then be smeared out as in

Fig. 3b and the width of the peak in dEdc/dJ or dErf/dJ (Fig. 3c). at

the step is a measure of the shear deformation of the FLL produced by

pins. Fiory has derived an expression for the expected width of the

step in terms of C R R and has used it to work back from the experimental



11 12

widths to determine C g g. ' These results represent the first success-

ful measurements of Cgg in a superconductor. In granular Al films with

very low pinning (no peak effect) these results are in good quantitative
14agreement with the Labusch theory at high fields and the appropriate

theory, * modified for thin film effects at low fields. Interestingly

enough Fiory has attempted a similar measurement of Cce in a film with
DO

a peak effect. The results will be considered in appropriate portion

of the next section.

THE PEAK EFFECT

The peak effect is usually defined as the appearance of a peak in

the critical current density J as a function of magnetic field H.

Under this the broad definition of peak effect, at least two (and per-

haps more) distinct sub-catagories of peak effect exist; I will call

these two catagories for want of better names the regular peak effect

and the irregular peak effect.

Regular Peak Effect

The regular peak effect is a peak in the J vs H curve produced

when the distances between flux lines in the FLL match a dominant re-

peat distance in a very regular array of pins. The phenomenological

indication of a peak effect of this type is that the value of the

magnetic induction at the peak B is a constant; in principle it must

not change with if the temperature of the superconductor is changed

because the spacing of the array of pins does not change* Peaks that

approximately obey this condition have been observed in samples with
18 17

regular precipitate arrays by Petermann, Schultz and Freyhardt and
19Koch and Carpenter, in films with a regular composition modulation by

20
Raffy, Guyon and Renard, and in films with a regular thickness

21modulation by Daldini, Martinoli, Olsen and Berner. However, most of

the peak effects observed to date do not satisfy the conditions for a

regular matching peak and thus* constitute my second catagory, the

irregular peak effect.

*In a precipitate array with some distribution of precipitate size the
effective average particle size could shift with temperature due to the
temperature dependence of the proximity effect, which renders small
particles less effective as pinning centers.i7

7



Irregular Peak Effect

The irregular peak effect typically manifests itself as a rela-

tively sharp peak in J just below H .. Unlike the regular peak effect,
c c^

however, B is not constant if T is changed but rather the peak remains

at a approximately constant reduced magnetic induction b = B /H _. For

a number of these peaks, in fact, a scaling law is obeyed, i.e.

P v = f(b) • (H c 2)
m 12)

where f(b) is a function of b only and m lies between 2 and 3.

The irregular peak effect has been observed* in virtually all types
33 23 2U

of superconducting materials from the 6-W V Ga, Nb Al and Nb (Al, Ge)
to B-l NbN25 and C-15 VoHfn ,. Zrn ,

26 to niobium27" and its solid solu-
30-32 28-32

tion alloys. Peak effects have been produced by cold-working, by
33 3H 35

neutron or ion irradiation and by annealing. Peaks of this type
22have' been attributed, probably currently, to pinning by grain boundaries,

28 29 31 3& 37
dislocation tangles or cell walls,' * precipitates ' and clusters

33
of dislocation loops. Just as clearly, however, there are many other

experiments where the same pinning centers predominated and where no

peak effect was observed. From this evidence it would appear that the

peak effect is not uniquely associated with any particular superconduct-

ing material or any particular type of pinning defect; rather I believa

we must look to the three dimensional arrangement of defects and to the

mechanical properties (elastic and plastic) of the FLL for the causes

of this peak.

Before reviewing the models that have been proposed for the peak ef-

fect it would be well to inquire whether a peak in the J vs b curve

really has the fundamental significance necessary to warrent classifying

such materials somehow as having different pinning mechanisms from other

hard superconductors. After all the fundamental measure of pinning is the

volume pinning force density P = JJ xB| not J . It is easily proved

that all superconductors must exhibit at least one peak in the P vs

b curve. This peak in P vs b manifests itself as a peak in the J vs
v c

b curve (peak effect) only if the peak in P vs b occurs over a*A11 of the following cases are reasonably sharp peaks in Jc just below
H - but the temperature dependence of pinning has been measured only in
fraction of these to prove b - const.



relatively narrow range of b. It is worth keeping the artificial na-

ture of this division between peak effect and non-peak effect super-

conductors in mind as the mechanisms proposed for the peak effect may

have applicability to a wider range of peaks in P vs b.

ILL Shear Elasticity Models

These models stem from a proposal by Pippard that since the
2

resistance to shear of the FLL (C__) decreases as (1-b) as b •* 1
DO

whereas the elementary pinning force p decreases as 1-b, eventually

shear deformations of the FLL can become large enough to allow a larger

fraction of pins to act simultaneously and P will increase as b -* 1.

It was pointed out later however, that the Pippard mechanism did not

work if the pinning centers acted as point pins but only if they acted
29as line pins. The conditions necessary for line pinning continue to

be a subject to debate (see Dr. Campbell's lecture, this conference).

I can sum up my current views in a qualitative fashion by stating that

for line pirjning to occur (1) pinning centers must be closer together

along a pinning flvx line than a certain distance 4 ~ /C^(|) /C.gB

and (2) the sum of elementary pinning forces p along a given flux line

must differ significantly from the same sum along neighboring flux

lines in their undeformed FLL positions. Since £ is greater than 10 pm

above b s 0.9 the first condition is satisfied by most moderately dense

pinning systems. It may help to think about the second condition, which

appears more difficult to satisfy, in terms of radial distribution

function (RDF) for pinning centers (Fig. 4). In a truly random system

(Fig. 4a) the RDF is a constant and it is impossible to satisfy con-

dition 2. However, in all real pinning systems there are at least

short range correlations between pinning centers which become more

important as the pins become .more dense (one would be unlikely to find

two dislocation loops or precipitate particles in very close proximity,

for example). Therefore, in a dense system something approaching the

semirandom or semiregular arrangement (Fig. 4b or 4c) would be found.

For completeness I include the RDF of the very regular arrangement of

pins needed to produce the regular peak effect (Fig. 4d).

In reality of course the simple two-dimensional RDF's of Fig. 4 are

insufficient; one must also describe the correlations along the flux

line. Nevertheless there is an important practical situation in which

I I



(d)

Fig. 4- Radial distribution functions for pins in a) truly a random
system, b) semirandom system, c) semi-regular system, d)
regular system.

even a microstructure that has a random 3 dimensional RDF will produce

line pinning and that is the case of a thin film (or filament) normal

to the magnetic field. For the case of randomly spaced pins where 5L

is the average distance between pins the average difference in the

number of pins on neighboring flux lines An is An = /A/t for t > £

where t is the film thickness. Although the qualitative conclusions

above need to be put on a more quantitative theoretical basis, it may

be possible to experimentally test for whether condition 2 is satisfied

in practical materials using neutron diffraction to investigate FLL

structures formed in crystals by cooling from above T in a magnetic

field. Consider two single crystals of NbTa, one as-grown with a very

low density of pinning centers and one plastically deformed in tension

to produce a cell structure. The FLL in the low pin density sample

should be a single crystal with a relatively small mosaic spread. If

in the second crystal the sum of p (.£p) along flux lines does not differ

from one flux line position to another, there would be no reason for

the FLL single crystal to break up into a mosaic structure since there

would be no preference for any local FLL orientation. Hence any in-

crease in FLL mosaic spread* from the first crystal to the second would

be evidence that Ep does differ from flux line to flux line in the second
crystal and confirmation that condition two is satisfied by that crystal.

"There would be of course local bendings of the individual"flux lines
due to the point forces p; these are the so-called distortions of the
first class ° which can in principle be separated from the desired dis-
tortions of second class by proper line shape analysis.



Assuming that the conditions for line pinning are satisfied we fel-

low Campbell and Evettfs extension of Pippard's treatment. The line dis-

placement u, due to the combined action of the summed point forces Ep

along the line, is u = a 2p/Cec where a - a constant = 0.25. Since at
1 1 6 6 2

high b,Cc = k H (1-br and Zp = & H (1-b) where k and 0 are con-

stants with respect to field and temperature,

u * (Ba/k) (1/1-b) 13)

The line displacement increases rapidly with increasing reduced field

near b = 1. As u increases lightly pinned flux lines can sample new

pin configurations and become more strongly pinned. This process has

been termed synchronization, since more pins can interact simultaneously
39with the FIIi. An approximate dynamic pinning force can be derived via

eqs. 4 and 5 for this regime of increasing us viz

P v = <Kp> b 1 / 2/(l-b) 2 lft)

2 1/2
where <K_> depends on temperature asH (T)H - (T) and increases

rapidly as the density and strength p of pins increases. P below b

is extremely structure sensitive.

Although the various models that have developed from Pippard's

original concept agree in principle on the mechanism producing the

rising P at fields below the peak, they differ as to the mechanism
v 1

which limits P on the high b side of the peak. Campbell and Evetts
• 33

(and the equivalent model proposed by Van der Klein et al.) postulate

that the peak P occurs when u reaches a critical value u at which time
v o

all the pins that can be synchronized are synchronized and that all

flux lines are securely pinned by line pins of approximately equal

strength. The critical step at fields above b then is the breakaway

of the FLL from this synchronized line pinning array. In this field

region then the Campbell and Evetts formulation predicts that

P « Np « (1-b). 15)

where N is the number of pins that are synchronized in the array. For

this model a schematic represei

increased is shown in Fig. 5a.

this model a schematic representation of the P vs b curves as p is



On the other hand» it is possible to argue that if the differences

in Sp from flux line to flux line are sufficient to produce line pinning

in the first place, complete synchronization producing line pins of

equal strength may be impossible by elastic shear and that as u increases

to **• a A (where a is the flux line spacing) plastic shear of rows or

larger regions of the FLL past the strongest line pins occurs. Studies

of the motion of two-dimensional floating magnet lattices over a layer

of iron filings simulating pins by Meville and Taylor strongly sug-

gest that this plastic shear mode of FLL motion is a likely possibility.

Local plastic shear would occur when the shear stress in the FLL exceeds

the critical shear stress of order Cee/2ir. For this shear mode of FLL
DO

motion, the pinning force is proportional to C_g, a decreasing function

of reduced field
Ks b 16)

1/2 1
where K = 2C (H O(T)) ' H (T) and C is a weak function of line pin

spacing, varying from 0.14 at large spacing to 0.56 at small spacing.

Above b in this model therefore P is insensitive to E and only weakly

dependent on the density of strong line pins. A schematic representa-

tion of the F vs h curves that result from increasing p holding line

pin density fixed is shown in Fig. 5b.

>a

(a)

increasing
p(o)

(b)

increcreasing

Fig.
b 1.0 b 1.0

5 Pinning force density versus reduced magnetic induction for two
varients of the Pippard soft FLL model of the peak effect, a)
Campbell and Evetts* fully synchronized pinning model, b)
Kramer's FLL plastic shear model?9 p(0) is the elementary inter-
action force at b = o.

• •

As can be seen from Fig. 5 both varients of the Pippard model pro-

duce similar qualitative results when the microstructure is changed in



such a way as to increase p or N. For weak or dilute pins a very narrow

peak in the pinning force is produced at high fields. As the pinning

strength and density is increased this peak increases in height, broad-

ens and shifts to lower reduced fields. Both models predict that for a

given microstructure the T dependence will approximately obey a scaling

law. Both predict that the pinning force of the low b side of the peak

will be more sensitive to microstructure than P on the high b side.

The differences appear in quantitative examination of the predic-

tions at high b. The Campbell and Evetts varient predicts P a (1-b)
2and an increase in P with increasing p. My varient predicts P ct(l-b)

and P insensitive p changes. In wfrat follows I will review the evi-

dence for and against these varients and briefly discuss other models

that have been proposed.

Experimental Evidence

Both models predict a change in mechanism at the peak in P . In

one we go from partially synchronized pinning as b is increased past

b to fully synchronized pinning; in the other from partially synchro-

nized pinning to plastic shear of the FLL around the strongest line

pins. In either model P should be insensitive to initial microstruc-

ture of the FLL (i.e. insensitive to FLL history effects) above b since

in one case the FLL has elastically sheared to produce a structure which

is maximally pinned (synchronized) whereas in the other the Fy in plas-

tic shear is virtually independent of the number of initial line pins.

Therefore from either model we expect FLL history effects to disappear
42 45above b . The experimental observations ' bear this prediction out

as illustrated in Fig. 6. The enhancement in the critical current due

to cooling in the field vanishes above b in a niobium crystal with a

peak effect. The same general hehavior has been noted in other mate-

rials including a Nb-Ti severely cold worked alloy which has a broad peak
43in P at b * 0.6 - 0.7 but no peak in J vs h.

The change in mechanism near the peak field should produce ob-

servable changes in the E-J curve at low E. With increased synchroni-

zation the low E portion of the E-J curve should become steeper and

steeper approaching Fig 2a.in appearance if fully synchronization can

be achieved. If plastic shear of the FLL intervenes however the E-J

curve should become suddenly more rounded and gradual since local FLL

• k'j
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Fig. 7 Voltage-current curves at
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below the peak in J .

plastic shear will take place preferentially first in a few regions
0

where the local FLL shear stress is highest and then in more and more

regions as the current is increased. [On a local scale the shear stress

in the FLL is exceedingly inhomogeneous.2 The experimental evidence

which is very preliminary and sketchy favors the transition to the shear

mode at b . Figure 7 shows the dramatic change in the V-I characteristic

of Nb-10% Mo polycrystal which has a very sharp, radiation damage in-
au

duced, peak effect at b =0.98. At fields just below b the increase
P P

in V with I is rather abrupt, consistent with partial synchronization;
at fields just above b , the increase is much more gradual, consistent

P 1̂5
with FLL plastic shear. Goncharov and Khukarova have observed what

appear to be similar changes in V-I characteristic near b in a Nb-Ti

alloy.

Both models predict large shear deformation of the FLL in the re-

gion of the peak effect. There is now direct evidence from Fioryfs

experiments on the smearing1 out of constant E steps due to FLL shear that

large shears do indeed accompany the peak effect. Although he is able

to measure C-g successfully in a sample without a peak effect he finds

the steps in the E-J curve are so smeared out near b that they disap-
11pear entirely. In the Schmid and Hauger model, such smearing indicates

the presence of unusually large shear deformation of the FLL.
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Fig. 8 Critical current density
as a function of magnetic
field for various amounts
of plastic deformation
(ref. 46).

Fig. 9 Pinning force density derived
from Fig. 8 versus reduced
magnetic induction.

The most striking prediction of the varients of the Pippard model

is the shift of the peak in P to lower reduced fields with increasing

pin density sad strength. The most complete experiments to date have

been reported by Osborne and Kramer where a Nb-Ta polycrystal was

given a progressively larger plastic deformation by rolling. There is

no peak effect prior to rolling* but at moderate amounts of strain a

sharp peak develops which broadens with further strain (Fig. 8). The

peak continues to decrease relative to the background, until at the high-

est strains J decreases monotonical.Xy with H and there is no peak effect.

Plotting P vs b (Fig. 9) we see that there is a peak in the curve for

all plastic strains and that it shifts to lower reduced fields and broad-

ens with increasing strain qualitatively as predicted by both mcdels.

Quantitatively there is better agreement with the TIL plastic shear

hypothesis than the fully synchronized pinning hypothesis as the pinning

force at high fields is not changed .greatly by the deformation. More-

ov«r tfc« data appear to follow the quadratic dependence on tl-b) pre-

dicted from the plastic shear hypothesis {Fig, 10) and the K values that

be extracted from thest data *r* between the high pin density and

•7



low pin density limits predicted on the basis of H c and H c 2 values.

However, although the temperature dependence of K at low reduced tem-

perature t is approximately that predicted by the model, at high t, Kg

decreases more rapidly than it should. We have some evidence that this

deviation from the shear model is more pronounced for superconductors

with low H (0) than those with high H (0) which leads us to consider the
C 2

possibility that local fluctuations in H , and thus Cgg, can allow the

FLL to plastically shear past strong pins at lower shear stresses than

that necessary if C g 6 has its average value. These fluctuations could

be thought of as aiding the nudeation of flux line dislocation dipole

loops, which carry out the shear, and would occur at lower t's in mate-

rials with lower Hc(0)'s.

•o

o

>»

0.02 0.04

Fig. 10 Pinning force density at
high magnetic fields versus
the. theoretical parameter

Fig. 11 The elemental interaction
force p times the square
root of pin density cal-
culated on the basis of
the Labusch theory^ ver-
sus reduced magnetic in-
duction.

The temperature dependence is of practical importance since a super-

conductor with a peak effect may be intrinsical stable, i.e. have a

positive 3J /3T. If the peak in the Py vs b curve for a superconductor

which obeys the scaling laws is sharp enough we can demonstrate that it

is intrinsically stable. In particular, from eq, 12 we find that

3 Jc , , r« >, ainCfCb)], 3 toHc2

•ft



Here m is the exponent of scaling and f(b) is the functional dependence

of P on b. If b 3 In f(b)/3b > m * 2.5, 3J /3T is positive and the

superconductor is intrinsically stable. A sharp peak in the pinning

force near H 2 will easily satisfy this criterion; a broader peak where

the maximum in 3 In f(b)/3b is at lower b will.not. Unfortunately we

have seen that as we harden the superconductor we broaden the peak and

shift the point of maximum 3 In f(b)/3b to lower b. It appears that

achieving intrinsic stability in superconductors with high pinning at

intermediate reduced fields will not be possible using this mechanism.

It should be mentioned that for applications where high current density

cannot be utilized, such as fusion magnets of very large volume where

mechanical stresses limit the useable current density to low values,

employing a peak effect material with intrinsic stability may.allow one

to usefully substitute more structural reinforcement for copper stabi-

lizer.

Peak Effect Mechanisms Which Produce a Peak in p

A peak in the elementary interaction force p between a defect and a

flux line is also a possible explanation for the peak effect. Host mech-

anisms suggested here are varients of the one proposed by Livingston1*' to

explain the peak effect in a Pb-In alloy containing Sn precipitates. He

hypothesized that the Sn precipitates were driven normal at the field of

the peak, and although the proximity effect had to be invoked to explain

the high field at which this occurred, this explanation also accounted

satisfactorily for the unusual positive temperature dependence- Of J •

We can attempt to apply this mechanism to the irregular peak' effect as-

suming there are "phases" present (precipitates, cell,walls or defect

clusters) in which the superconducting properties T , H (0) and K differ
. c c

from those of the matrix. If T and H - of the "phase" are lower than
C C2

those of the matrix as in Livingston's example it can be shown that the

peak in p should shift to very much lower reduced fields with increasing

T which is not usually observed (usually b * constant). On the other

hand, if T and H ( 0 ) are the same and K of the second "phase" varies
1

and the "phase" is big enough so that the magnetic interaction dominates,

p should be proportional to the difference between the magnetization

curves of the two phases which cross at * H j/2.
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Dew Hughes and Witcomb have applied this mechanism to explain the

peak effect in Mo-34% Re due to cell walls. However, there should always

be at least a minimum at *x» 1/2 H 2 in the P vs b curve where p goes to

zero. This is certainly not the case in cell wall pinning in Nb-Ta

where the minimum shifts rapidly to low b with increasing plastic de-

formation and disappears.

Other combinations of T , H (0) and K are possible, of course.
c c

In fact, it appears to me that by considering both magnetic and core
interactions and various values of T , H (0) and < it is possible to

c c

construct a p which will match practically any single P vs b curve.

The challenge in this approach is to be able to explain the systematic

variation of the P vs b curve with a systematic change in microstruc-

ture. As an example I have plotted pv̂ f derived using the Labusch theory

from some of the data in Fig. 9 vs b in Fig. 11. It appears very dif-

ficult to construct a model of p, based on consistent variations of T ,

H (0) and tc of the second "phase" with deformation, which will give

such a series of curves. It is even more difficult to explain the ap-

parent change in mechanism at b that produce the changes in V-I charac-

teristic and the insensitivity to FLL history effects above this field.

Extension of the Pippard Mechanism to Hard Superconductors

Given that the Pippard mechanism for an increase in P with increas-

ing b is the more likely explanation of the peak effect, why should we

only consider this mechanism for P vs b curves that give rise to J

•• H curves with a peak? As we have seen the effect of higher pin den-

sity and strength is to shift the peak of Py vs b due to this mechanism

to lower b and broaden it; inevitably the resulting J vs b curves even-

tually are converted into monotonically decreasing curves (c.f. Figs. 8

and 9). Since the aama pattern of continuous shifting of the peak in

the P vs b curve to lower reduced fields with increasing pin density
39and strength is observed in a number of commercial hard superconductors

where the peak occurs at such low b that no peak is observed in the J^

vs H curve, we should consider the possibility that the Pippard mechanism

has * nuch wider applicability than just to the peak effect. Hindering

this effort at the moment is the fact that we have no clear cut criteria

for deciding which peaks in P vs b curves are due to the Pippard mecha-

aim, which are point pinning peaks {Labusch model S and which ar« due



to other causes. Certainly testing for insensitivity to FLL history ef-

fect above b and for changes in V-I characteristics at b may be useful

in this regard, but neither test is likely to be practical for very hard

materials. In my view a crucial need is for a reliable test that every-

one agrees on for distinguishing peak effect (Pippard type) peaks in P

vs b from those due to other causes.
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